1999 saturn sc2 problems

Our Address. Kings Mills, OH These are from my personal experience and experiences of others
on various forums:. Saturn experimented with making these out of plastic, it was a huge failure.
Symptoms include hard starting, rough idle, temperature gauge not working, awful fuel
economy, poor performance, and stumbling, among many other things. This sensor has at least
something to do with almost everything the computer does. When they fail coolant tends to leak
through the sensor and damage the connector as well. If there is any sign of corrosion on the
connector it needs to be replaced. Without getting into too much detail, the basic requirement is
the diameter of the electrode should be roughly the width of the ground. Most copper plugs fit
this description. Narrow fine wire electrodes almost always cause problems, usually a p and
running like the car needs new plugs. IAC valves rarely fail on these cars. They usually fail when
the engine is hot. The aftermarket replacements seem to work. The symptom is sporadic or
consistently high idle, p, p, or p Spray carb cleaner around the intake, specifically the 1 runner,
if idle changes, problem is verified. There will be a fairly slow but significant leak around where
the coolant hose runs into the manifold near cylinder 4. OE junkyard replacements from a gen-1
or gen-2 car are your best bet. There will be melted plastic around the fuse. The radio, chime
module, dome light, 12v socket, and fuel pump are on this circuit. You will probably know about
it when the fuel pump stops working. It will eventually destroy the line pressure solenoid, which
will make for very hard upshifts. If left for a while, it will knock the input shaft nut loose, further
worsening the condition of the shifts. The permanent fix is to replace the valve body with one
rebuilt using the Sonnax update, which fixes and prevents the problem with the bores becoming
worn. You can weld in a replacement flex or replace the entire pipe. Some people run a
antifreeze-water mix as a preventative measure. The key symptom is massive oil contamination
in the coolant, to the point where it has the consistency of a chocolate milkshake. The head is
toast and the coolant system will need to be flushed thoroughly. This is only a problem with the
SOHC engine. This can be prevented by staying on top of the fluid changes and not doing
donuts. It can also happen during a slip. The pin literally punches a hole through the
transmission, at which point the transmission is done. You could probably save the valve body.
People using these cars for performance frequently weld the differential pin to the housing.
There are no drain back holes in the pistons. This allows oil in the oil control rings to overheat,
and eventually form a hard varnish which freezes the oil control rings in place. You can try a
piston soak with a mild solvent MMO, GM piston ring cleaner , try real synthetic oil higher flash
point and better detergency , just add oil what most people do , or rebuild the engine with drain
holes drilled in the oil ring groove or replacement pistons that have them already. Then I had
shared some of the things I have been doing with my current SC2 and that I have had 3 Saturns
over the past 10 years. Overall, I have been happy with them for their reliability and great
appearance. What exactly is this GM piston ring cleaner you speak of? March 13, at am Rust
Issues: -Failure of clamp behind flex pipe: The bolt holding the clamp rusts out and will
eventually abrade a hole in the stainless downpipe. Viewing 2 replies - 1 through 2 of 2 total. Lee
Ann Moderator. I had written a reply to this post and lost it due to being automatically logged
out. Basically what I had said was thanks for all the great info. April 3, at am You must be
logged in to reply to this topic. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click
one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. December
edited October in Saturn. I have a 95 Saturn s-series with trouble starting when cold. Sometimes
it take minutes to get it started. When it does start it is all you can do to keep it running. I have
had it to 2 different repair shops spending way too much to not have the problem fixed. No one
seems to kow what to do or look for now. January I noticed that you put up a message about
your car not starting when it is cold outside back in december. Did you ever figure out what it
was? I seem to be have the same problem with my car right now. It has been in and out of two
different shops for the past two and half months. Replaced bad coil. Now won't start. Floods
imediately 4 or 5 rotations. Spark is very weakbarelky a flicker. I am having great difficulty
getting my car to start this morning. I had it started yesterday no problems and moved it
forward in my driveway after a raging blizzard. Now, she wont start. She almost catches, but
then nothing. I thought it was the battery so I got a boost I am wondering, that with the amount
of snow and winds we had would that be a factor of why it wont start? It is cold today, and the
sun just started shining. Could there be snow somewhere that I cant see? The tailpipe is clear
and open, so it isnt that Haven't figured it out yet, had several parts replaced that they thought
was the cause, still doing the same thing. If I every get it figured out will let you know, and if you
figure it out I would appreciate knowing what it was. I got it fixed on tuesday February Got mine
fixed as well I had her flooded after so many people "trying" to get her going. They were soaked
with gas. So that was all good, came out 2 days later, and no start, not even a click. Starting
motor Working great now My wife left the lights on last night which of course caused the car

battery to die. This morning I tried to jump it, but it wouldn't respond to a jump. I would turn the
key and there would be no clicking. The only thing that happened was that the dashboard lights,
radio lights, cigarette light started blicking. Some of the lights on the outside also started
blinking. They weren't my hazard lights either. So I got my battery checked and charged again.
Although the battery was fine the same things happened again. No noise and blinking. The
blinking only lasted for about 1 minute and then it stopped until i turned the key again. What is
wrong? I hope someone can remind me what these symptoms mean: The battery in my SL2
discharged because the car was sitting for several months unused I know, I know -- I should
have disconnected the battery! So I recharged it pretty sure, anyway. Now the lights come on,
etc. I've seen this symptom before in other cars but I can't remember what they mean. Can
anyone help? Thanks very much, Tony. March May I hope someone can help me. My '97 Saturn
K starts well in the morning. I drive home everyday about noon. When I try to start it, it cranks,
and will eventually start, but it takes a good 8 to 10 seconds to get it going. The weather is hot
when I have these problems, not sure if this has anything to do with it. Any thoughts? June We
purchased a Saturn coupe 80, miles now for our daughter 2 years ago, was running ok with the
exception of the "check engine light" that comes on every once in a while. But in the last year,
she has had problems intermittently starting her car. It starts fine in the morning after sitting all
night, then after school it won't start. Then it starts over again. She normally has to wait about
10 mintues then it will start. It has been to two mechanics--the first one could not find anything
wrong, the second one is not sure. It only not started once for him, all other times it started right
up. If anyone could shed some light on this, we'd appreciate. It's starting to become extremely
frustrating. Also, could it be the security mode I read about on the internet? I am having similar
problems. It randomly wouldnt start one day. After I let it sit for an hour or overnight it started
fine. I took it to a shop and it started everytime for them engine was always cold. After I drive it
and get the engine hot is when it has problems. Im stuck. Interesting but not surprising
someone else is also having same problems. The 2d mechanic said he finally narrowed it down
to something in the ignition cylinder? Unfortunately, he said only a Saturn dealer can fix it. The
nearest for us is 2 hrs away and their service dept said the car will not have to work for them to
see if that is really the problem. Not sure what we will do as this always happens at the most
inconvenient time. Please post on this web site, if you ever get your problem fixed. I am
interested to see if it is the same. My cars been through a lot, and now it won't start half of the
time. It will turn but it won't start, and thoughts or comments? Also, I'll be driving on the
freeway and all of a sudden the engine will start to idle roughly. The RPM will go up to like 6
when I haven't messed with the gas. Any comments on that? July Push on brakes, rock the car,
wiggle gear shift. Doesn't always lock in park. It immediately wouldn't start afterward. We tried
jumping it off We took the battery to be tested and it was dead, so we bought another one. It
wouldn't start. It turns over fine and then dies. The inside dash lights blink off and on as well as
the outside lights when we open the door or try to start it. Everything is flashing for approx
seconds then stops. We checked the fuses, as well as all the spark plugs and wires. Can you tell
us what we need to do? My car is doing the same thing. Did you find a solution for this
problem? September The car wouldn't start, put on the battery charger, but battery showed full
charge. We had to jump start the car, drove to Batteries Plus where the battery was tested, and
showed to be bad, alternator also tested came out ok. Now the weird part, the car needed to be
jumped again to get it home, but would not start with the jumper cables. We had to push it and
pop the clutch. Why would it start with the jumper cables one time, but 20 minutes later not
start? I'm getting the battery replaced, but I'm wondering if it could also be - a the ground cable
from the battery, b the crank position sensor, or c the starter solenoid. I'm wide open to any and
all ideas, I would like to narrow it down if I can before I sell a kidney to pay a mechanic to dig
into this. October Wow I am so glad to hear that I am not the only one with this aggravating
promblem! My saturn s2 coupe runs great except when I park it for awhile then want to get it
started agion it wont start for a couple of mins Having the same promblem,and my mehanic
says there is nothing wrog! November Many of you are experiencing the same strange problem
as I was. This went on for several months and I could not find the problem I finally found the
answer. My fuel pump relay switch was bad. It is located in the fuse box next to glove comp.
Simply swap it with one of the others in the fuse box and see if it starts. They are on the driver
side of the motor near the top rad hose. I was even told that they could affect your cold starts as
well since they send a message when engine is cold to feed more gas. The combination of these
3 things solved both my problems Hopefully this will help atleast some of you.. I know how
frustating these problems were for me. December Hi All Yesterday I was 95 miles from home
and I had a transmission leak from the filter. I lost 3 qts of oil. I replaced the filter and put 3 qts
back. The reason I looked under the hood was 2 fold. I kept stalling at my destination and the
ABS light was on. The engine would stall only if I applied the brake pedal. Six hrs later in panic

mode ,having to drive 85 miles back home I found 1 solution. Remove fuse from brake and I
made it home. If I but the fuse back in and press the brake pedal the engine will die. Okay my
transmission was soaked with oil. I cleaned off all oil. I checked the wiring harness and it was
clean. If I look at wiring diagram it shows Brake transmission safety interlock ,Brake sense
switch and stop light switch all in series. Could one of these be my problem? Another thing
when I step on brake pedal the dash board left and right signals light up dimly. Please let me
know what you think. I believe it is "B" the CKP. Just curious, how did you get Crankshaft
position sensor in there as on of your choices??? Whether you jump started it or popped the
clutch is inconsequential. What it needed both times is just a little time to cool down. The CKP
sometimes overheats as it ages but its rare and tech's just haven't come across it. As it heats
up the electrical properties change. The Impedance, measured in ohms, changes too much
beyond tolerances to operate. Many messages in this string are, I believe, the same problem. I
know, I had the same problem. Even had one tech tell me he thought it was the automatic
transmission. My Saturn doesnt have much of a problem the thing is when i try to start it it
chugs and sometimes doesnt turn on. Should i hold the key turned and continue chuggging it
or stop cuz it might mess up the car. Also i think the problem could be old spark plugs is that
the problem? This is my first car and i would like to know as much as possible in maintaining it.
Its at , miles. Just bought a 99 SL2. Had same problem many of you describe, sometimes would
start right up and usually would take many attempts of cranking over before finally starting.
Now car starts right up every time. I researched extensively many forums and there were about
10 things I was gonna try that other people suggested. However, I logically determined that
many of these were not the cause, and here is why: 1- if the starter cranks but the engine won't
start and then sometimes does its not the starter. I determined the most likely cause was
something keeping fuel from reaching the engine to start it. And so it became an electrical
switching type problem, and as mentioned previously, once started it runs fine, so not
something that would keep it from running altogether, like a bad fuel pump. As a good Aunt I
thought I was doing my 16 year old Niece a favor by buying her her first car a Saturn. It's turned
into a nightmare. I purchased it about a year ago and it sat in my driveway until her birthday in
the spring. I would go out and attempt to turn it over every so often and it would be dead. I
figured it was from sitting so I charged the battery. When it became a consistent problem I
brought it to my mechanic who said it was the battery. A new battery later the problem was still
not resolved. There seemed to be something draining the battery so I began pulling out fuses. I
thought I had it narrowed down to the rear window motor. Spring came and my niece recieved
her gift. Through the warm months the car was dead a few times usually in the morning. She
would have it jumped and then it would be OK. Through the winter months it's a daily
occurrence. It's been in and out of the shop. Besides the new battery it's had a new starter,
alternator and radiator but no one can seem to figure out what this problem is. The only other
thing when it sat in my driveway the roof actually leaked I had it sealed water definitely got
down the doors into the window mechnisms. The rear motor never worked. Any input would be
greatly appreciated. Hi, my daughter has a Saturn, which only has 40, miles on it, so its in
perfect condition it was previously owned by my father. Anyway, when it is very cold, seems to
be when uder 15 degrees It's not the battery, it cranks fine. Had previously brought it to
mechanic, who put it on computer diag and of course found nothing. I notice that I don't hear
the Fuel Pump kick-in when I turn the key I have been told that its very unlikely that is
happening Mechanic said that I may want to change Fuel pump if it keeps up, but we're talking
about a I've also tried rapping the fuel tank when this happens to see if I could give it a kick
start. There is also a fuel pump relay somewhere. I guess I could try replacing that , although
the Saturn dealer says that hes never seen one of those have problems. If anyone could give me
a hint where that is located, I would appreciate it, as its not in fuse box with other fuses and
relays. OK, If anyone has any suggestions, I'd appreciate it I had the same problem with my 95
except it was doing it in the summer as well. It was the fuel pump relay. I didn't even buy a new
one i just switched it with the HVAC relay and everything works fine. I have had some people
reply and say that worked for them also, so yes they do go bad and computer diagnostics will
not detect it. Did you check both fuse boxes? My 95 has a fuse box under the hood and under
the dash next to glove box which is where my fuel pump relay was. I'm not sure if mine just
wasn't making good contact or what cuz my HVAC all work fine and that's where i put the relay
that was originally the fuel pump one. Good luck to you, hopefully that is your problem and not
the fuel pump. If the car runs fine once it does start then it shouldn't be the fuel pump. I
switched out the relay fuses like someone suggested and seemed to work for awhile, then back
to the same old thing. I am gong to buy some new relays and see if that cures my problem.
Good luck. April Well, I thought that switching the fuel pump relays was the cure. The problem
reappeared. Also went in from driver side to wiring to fusebox behind center console to check

for loose wires into fusebox as had been suggested. No help there. I just happened by the
library today and found one of those huge Motor Repair Manuals like 5 inches thick for GM
There was an 8 part section on Engine Crank- No Start. ALSO, it said that when you turn the key
to ON not to start the fuel pump should run for 2 seconds every time This I knew and when I go
to start mine I have the radio off so I can listen for it- weirdly though, sometimes mine would
start without hearing the FP make a sound. I would wait for the stupid chime to stop 5 dings and
then it would start most times. I am still looking for a way to turn off the annoying chime, but
don't pull the chime fuse, it kills the whole ignition sysytem. Jeez, you had to keep the thing at
RPM to keep it from stalling. Since then I went out to the garage twice and started it, but it needs
to rev at least rpm to keep from stalling. That's where I am now. I don't know what all years this
covers, mostly later 90's mine is '99 but check yours- there are 2 fuseboxes. When you turn the
key to on you will hear it click. Pull off the defogger relay, then pull the FP fuse and check it.
Sometimes when mine won't start, pulling the FP fuse and then reinserting it makes it start
weird huh? I've just gotten out of surgery on the knee, so there won't be any car repairing again
soon. I do have an update on the chuggle issue since my last post. I got a can of CRC
carburetor cleaner use some good stuff, not a cheapie so it can blast and removed the throttle
body and sprayed it out and the idle air sensor screw. Then I re-removed the EGR and sprayed it
out also. Upon removal of the EGR , I found a little chunk of carbon deposit stuck in its needle
valve, which turns out was the culprit. I had previously cleaned out the EGR with a toothbrush
and this must have dislodged the chunk. Even though I am still chasing the starting problem,
since cleaning out the throttle body the car runs like it has a new engine. So I went to a shop
and had them do a diagnostic and OBD scan. Code CKP sensor fault code signal intermittent.
This most likely contributed to the failure of the CKP. Also, I got great info from a Youtube
video. There is a guy that has over Youtube vids on saturn repairs of all types, and he is very
good. I have a Saturn SL sedan. Frequently, I'll take a short drive to the store, the bank, etc. The
battery is fine, the radio runs, all lights turn on, door locks function, but the car will not turn
over. Absolutely nothing happens. I have noticed that it seems to be related to the temperature.
It only seems to happen on warm days. I've taken it in to be looked at by both the dealer and a
private mechanic. They all seem to think it's the starter, but I don't agree. The car starts just fine
most of the time. Anyone else have this experience or have any insight? I found that Saturns
typically run hot. This of course causes many engine parts and accessories to prematurely fail.
It is well known in the Saturn repair circle that starter windings develop dead spots and
solenoids burn out frequently. If you are of the mechanically inclined, remove your starter and
solenoid and take it to your local Autozone where they will bench test it for free. Good luck!!
Help me please! My girlfriend bought a 95 sl1 and It ran fine for a while exept for a wierd idle
when she stops. I checked the vaccume lines and there all fine. Just recently she was having
trouble tring to start it. She has to push the gas pedal to the floor to get the car to start. When
she goes into reverse or forward the car stalls and frequently stalls while she drives it. I told her
to turn the key to the run position and wait 10 seconds then start it ,and that only works
sometimes. By the way the car does not have a check engine light on if that helps any. Any help
would be greatly appreciated. I tried doing the hvac relay swap and that did not help. I can hear
the fue pump start up too. I cleaned the throttle body and the sensor with the spring the were
really gumed up but that did not help. Mabey fuel filter? Its a common problem on the S-series
They redesigned them after because of the frequent failures. Make sure the new one you buy
has a brass, not plastic tip. Also check the connector, if its corroded you may need to replace it
as well. After starting again for a few times and put a little bit of gas I really need help here. HI
Dan The ECTS on these cars has been blamed for everything I'm not sure. Is your check engine
light on? Or has it come on recently? I replaced the ects today when I did an oil change it did
not solve the problem you still have to press the gas to the floor and it has an erratic idle. Any
ideas? Did you check the connector for corrosion? The connectors get messed up from the
coolant leaking through Are you saying that you have to floor it to start it or to keep it running?
Your throttle body might need to be cleaned, they're known to get funky from all of the oil mist
flying around in the PCV system I noticed a few weeks ago after I filled up my gas tank that my
car wouldn't start. I recently got a tune-up and the car ran fine but then the next day I drove to
work, went out to lunch and when it was time to go home the car wouldn't start. I tried to start
the car again and the car started and I let the car idle for 30 minutes, when I put the car in gear it
shut off again. I ended up getting the car towed back to the dealership and they told me that
they couldn't find anything wrong. They said that it might have been the gas. I put a fuel
injection treatment in the car and it worked fine. I thought the problem was fixed but once again
I filled the car up and had the same problem. I can't even turn the air on, because when I turn
the air on the car has a problem starting. I thought about getting a fuel injection treatment,
because the only time that the car seems to work is when I put a fuel injection treatment in it.

Any suggestions? Yea I cleaned the throttle body It was covered in oil or carbon and I saw no
sign of corrosion on the wire or contacts and you have to push the pedle to the floor to start
sometimes you have to start it twice. No the check engine light is not on. I am good with cars
too I just pulled the motor and tranny out of my 03 civic si and fixed many problems not going
into detail and put it back in and ran fine the first time I started it been good for k now. These
saturns are starting to piss me off. Remove and check the EGR valve You can clean it and put it
back in, use carb cleaner or any cleaner of your choice, just make sure that the pintle moves
freely Sign In or Register to comment. The ac just had freon added because the car had not
been driven but a few mmiles a year so the freon leaked oout over a period of time so after the
freon was added I turned the ac on and it blew the 10 amp fuse. After several fuses later the
problem still was hapening, so I ran a new wire from the switch inside the car to the switch on
top of the ac compressor it blew cool air for about 45 seconds, the fuse did not blow, but the ac
compressor squeled a little bit and the freon leaked out of the seal between the ac clutch and
the compressor itself. Can you give me any info to lead me in the right direction. I live in florida
and it is unreal driving without air, and I do at least have a job but I don, t make enough money
to take it to a professional to repair if it is going to cost alot of money can you please, please
help me. Do you. Get another compressor with clutch. U could even get a used one from pick
apart to save money. Just make sure the center of the clutch spins freely on the used
compressor if u go that route. Let me know if u have anymore questions. Was this answer.
Please login or register to post a reply. Need to fix your car's air conditioner? We are a team of
ASE certified mechanics that have created this guide for you so you can understand how the
system works and what to Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Do your Saturn SC2
have anything wrong with engine problems? Something like stalling,hesitation, lack of power,
rough running, shaking or excessive engine oil consumption may be included. Some Saturn
SC2 may experience failing catalytic converters, excessive oil consumption,electrical connector
problems, failed mass air flow sensors, and in some cases the engines may need some major
mechanical repairs, even complete engine replacement! These cars usually need to be replaced
of the new engine , and the results are always that the vehicle s oil consumption is out of oil
usage specifications. There are also some problems we often meet,We talk about these things
below. It is simply an indicator of the oil consumption problem, or other problems such as
emissions system, ignition system, or fuel injection system etc. Some Automobiles may have
faulty fuel hoses in which engine heat can cause premature deterioration. It may leak fuel and
even maybe cause a fire. If we remove and reinstall the faulty line , the leak could become worse
and worse. When using synthetic oil in hot climates, flooding, difficult starting and loss of
compression some Automobiles may suffer from poor lubrication. Some customers complain
about higher than average oil consumption and faulty rear rotor seals that lead to oil leaks. The
radiator cap pressure relief valve may be set too high, it may cause engine temperatures to
exceed appropriate limits. It could cause coolant to leak at the top of the engine, cause a fire,
and drip coolant onto the exhaust manifold and something like that. Th
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e radiator cap and the valve should be replaced. Stalling and rough idle could be a problem in
some case while making a turn around corners. Although it is necessary to have the fuel
injection system cleaned , as the engine leans during the turn,the problem may be a faulty
rubber air intake boot that flexes. Some Saturn SC2s have enjoyed a good reputation for being
durable, dependable vehicles. Few have experienced significant engine problems. However,
some engines have suffered from excessive oil consumption and a damaged catalyst due to oil
leaks that could lead to engine failure. What is the wrong? Now that we know how an Saturn
SC2 engine works, we can also understand the basic things that can keep an engine from
running. Three fundamental things can happen including bad fuel mix, lack of sparkor lack of
compression. Hope you can harvest. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Comment. Enter your name or
username to comment. Enter your email address to comment. Enter your website URL optional.

